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Understanding the mechanisms of monogenic and monoallelic transcription of the large repertoire
of olfactory receptor genes represents a challenging task. A picture is now emerging in which
odorant receptor choice and stabilization involve an escape from silencing followed by the
activation of an unconventional feedback loop.The survival of a mammal—a rabbit or a wolf for example—
depends on its ability to extract and integrate chemical informa-
tion from its surroundings. The biological apparatus that medi-
ates the recognition of volatile compounds is located inside the
nasal cavity, taking advantage of the respiratory flux. There,
seven transmembrane receptors act as molecular sensors.
They exhibit overlapping but distinct specificities, similar to
what is observed for the color opsins in the visual system. During
evolution, these chemical detection devices were subject to a
drastic pressure to cover a wide range of potential agonists,
which has driven the diversification of the largest coding gene
superfamily in mammals—more than 1,200 and 400 different
odorant receptor (OR) genes in mice and humans, respectively
(Buck and Axel, 1991). Given that alleles of these genes are
usually polymorphic, this means that there are up to twice the
number of different receptors encoded in the genomes.
What is fundamental for a complex organism is not its
capacity to perceive molecules but rather its ability to unam-
biguously discriminate between olfactory signatures and even-
tually to form memories associated with specific stimuli. The
aptitude to tell apart chemical compounds with high discrimi-
natory power starts with the specialization of each olfactory
sensory neuron with a given stimulus response spectrum. In
mice, the neuron achieves its selectivity by limiting its OR
expression to the product of a single gene and to a single allele
of this gene (Chess et al., 1994; Malnic et al., 1999). This prop-
erty, widely conserved across evolution, diversifies roughly two
million sensory neurons into a thousand different populations,
each composed of isofunctional sensors. Every population
sends convergent axonal projections to a few stereotypical
loci in the olfactory bulb called glomeruli. The identity, as
well as the topographic position of these loci, is defined by
the chemoreceptor they express. Because transcription of a
single OR gene determines both stimulus specificity and
glomerular location, monogenic and monoallelic transcription
of olfactory gene repertoires is at the core of the olfactory
circuit logic.
The mechanisms underlying this one neuron-one receptor
rule—a stringent expression profile often referred to as ‘‘singular
expression’’ (Vassalli et al., 2002)—have proven difficult to eluci-
date. However, recent works highlighted here have uncovered274 Cell 155, October 10, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.layers of complex mechanisms from which emerges a paradig-
matic model of transcriptional selectivity.
A Stochastic Choice among a Restricted Repertoire
As a result of the constant renewal of olfactory sensory
neurons, OR selection takes place during the whole life of
the individual. The pattern of OR expression is punctate,
meaning that sensory neurons expressing a given OR are
sparsely distributed in the olfactory neuroepithelium. This
expression is limited to diffuse but restricted zones in which
the frequency of OR choice is specific to each OR, but the
selection of one or another OR gene appears stochastic. In
this view, each sensory neuron chooses from a subset of the
entire repertoire. This modular organization that commits
neuronal populations toward a certain fate imposes to any
given neuron a first reduction in the complexity of the OR
genes it has at its disposal.
Despite mechanisms to restrict choice to a subset of the OR
gene repertoire, the problem of how neurons choose a single
OR from many loci still remains. The current and prevailing
mechanistic model for singular choice involves the stochastic
targeting of a silenced OR locus by a derepressor whose
availability is limited either in time or in quantity. This event
only represents a first step because, once the selection is
achieved, a mechanism is required that will both sustain gene
expression and prevent the transcription of supplementary OR
genes. These two different phases, choice and maintenance,
have often been blurred in the field of mammalian olfaction—
possibly because of experimental difficulties but also potentially
because they may be intrinsically linked.
Achieving Singularity
The mechanism of OR choice most likely acts on single loci
rather than on pairs of defined alleles. Supporting this view and
avoiding arguments about parsimony, OR transgenes, which
are integrated randomly in the genome, are chosen and exhibit
punctate expression irrespective of what sequence is present
on the other parental chromosome (Vassalli et al., 2002).
Conceptually, and possibly mechanistically, one can thus
consider each OR allele as a single target, making the question
of monogenic and monoallelic choice one and the same.
Various hypotheses, which turned out to be incorrect, were
proposed to explain the singularity of OR transcriptional control.
One of them, probably themost attractive, is worthmentioning. It
stemmed directly from the striking organizational and functional
parallels between the immune and olfactory receptor gene
repertoires. This hypothesis—that DNA rearrangements irrevers-
ibly commit a neuron toward a given OR—was elegantly tested
by cloning mice from nuclei extracted from olfactory sensory
neurons expressing a knownOR. The resultingmice had sensory
neurons that exhibited normal singular expression from the
whole OR gene repertoire (Eggan et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004),
putting to rest this idea of genomic rearrangements.
In the absence of recombination schemes, the emphasis has
been on singular choice at the level of transcription. The mecha-
nisms involved are unclear, but the choice target involves the OR
promoters or neighboring enhancers because these can by
themselves direct punctate expression from short transgenic
constructs (Vassalli et al., 2002). The exploration of these pro-
moters, via comparative analysis to detect common motifs,
has yielded some insights into choice, principally the identifica-
tion of stereotypically located O/E and homeodomain binding
sites, whose presence affect the frequency of OR selection.
The parallel evaluation of the factors that bind OR promoters
also provided interesting candidates that include Olf1, O/E-2,
Tbp, Mef2a, Ikzf1, Ptx-1, Emx2, and Lhx2.
A major milestone in understanding choice was achieved by
the analysis of the transcriptional availability of OR genes prior
to OR choice. Chromatin-mediated activation and silencing are
associated with specific epigenetic marks. OR genes are no
exception to this rule, except that some of their histonemodifica-
tions are unusual. The transcribed OR allele exhibits an
H3K4me3 epigenetic mark, commonly found on transcriptionally
active genes. Less common is the decoration of nontranscribed
OR genes, which exhibit H4K20me3 and H3K9me3, both
hallmarks of constitutive heterochromatin in subtelomeric and
pericentromeric repeats (Magklara et al., 2011). These hetero-
chromatic decorations appear before OR choice, suggesting
that the ‘‘blank slate’’ of OR regulation starts with a general
silencing or a weakly permissive state of all OR genes and that
an escape from this condition is at the base of monogenic OR
expression. What drives OR genes into silencing prior to OR
choice is unclear, but the lack of transcriptional activity of trans-
genes containing non-OR promoters followed by OR coding
sequences suggests that the OR coding sequence may possibly
be involved in the process (Nguyen et al., 2007).
Following the exploration of the epigenetic status of OR loci,
their chromatin organization was investigated. The position of
genes in the nucleus is thought to play a significant role in their
expression. In line with this view, it was found that transcribed
OR alleles are observed in a distinct spatial nuclear position rela-
tive to the nonexpressed ones. These active alleles reside in
euchromatic domains, whereas silent OR genes are found
aggregated in heterochromatin. The nontranscribed genes are
surprisingly located close to the center of the nuclei (inactive
genes are typically located in their periphery) and colocalize in
several distinct foci. These involve intra- and interchromosomal
aggregates that appear to be selective for OR gene identity
(Clowney et al., 2012). This sequestering seems to be governedby the lamin b receptor, a protein likely critical for OR regulation
because its disruption leads the alteration of OR monogenic
transcription (Clowney et al., 2012).
In vertebrates, OR genes are present on most autosomes and
are usually organized in clusters according to the phylogenetic
subfamily they pertain to. This physical and evolutionary prox-
imity among members of the repertoire reflects their mode of
expansion, which often takes place via local duplications. But
it turns out that clustering of OR genes also reflects a regulatory
codependence. The mouse MOR28 OR gene cluster is under
the control of a cis-regulatory element, termed H (Serizawa
et al., 2003). This element consists of a 2.1 kb genomic region,
whose deletion negatively affects the number of neurons tran-
scribing OR genes present in the adjoining cluster. In addition
to this cis-mediated effect, this element was suggested to also
act in trans on any OR gene present in the genome and to repre-
sent the critical element leading to singular OR expression (Lom-
vardas et al., 2006). This exciting mechanism of transvection
between two nonallelic loci was later questioned. H was indeed
shown to be dispensable for the expression of OR genes outside
the MOR28 cluster, demoting it back to a cis-acting element
(Fuss et al., 2007; Nishizumi et al., 2007). This observation was
underscored by the further functional identification of another
long-range cis-acting regulatory element, the P element, located
in a different OR gene cluster on another chromosome (Khan
et al., 2011). The H and P elements share common properties.
They both act as binary switches (meaning that they affect the
frequency at which an OR is chosen and stabilized by a neuron),
their genomic control range is 200 kb, and they share
sequence identities, in particular a 13 nucleotide motif that
includes a homeodomain recognition site (Vassalli et al., 2011).
Similar motifs are found across OR gene clusters, suggesting
that the OR transcriptional control by distant cis-acting signals
may represent a recurrent regulatory strategy, although some
OR genes may contain proximal elements that are sufficient
for expression. Whether these elements act on the frequency
or on the stability of OR choice or even represent the target of
the singular entity that initiates OR gene selection remains to
be defined.
Singular Choice Followed by Feedback Loops
Our understanding of OR regulation changed with the realization
that the chosen OR initiates a signal required for the neuron to
pass a maturation checkpoint (Feinstein et al., 2004; Lewcock
and Reed, 2004; Serizawa et al., 2003; Shykind et al., 2004). A
neuron that chooses a functional OR gene locks in choice and
maintains its singular transcription, whereas one cell that initially
selects an OR pseudogene re-enters the OR selection process
and expresses a new OR gene.
This OR-mediated feedback serves two functions. First, it
stabilizes singular OR choice tomaintain the identity of the olfac-
tory coding lines, and second, almost as a side effect, it performs
a quality check. This latter evaluation is, however, not simply
cosmetic because a significant proportion of the OR genes
present in mammalian genomes consists of pseudogenes (in
some species these constitute over half of the OR repertoire).
Naturally, their selection for stable expression is highly undesir-
able because it would lead to a largely suboptimal sensoryCell 155, October 10, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 275
Figure 1. The OR-Driven Feedback Loop
Before choice, OR genes are in a silenced state, aggregated in heterochro-
matin foci (dark area in the nucleus) (Clowney et al., 2012). The derepression of
a single OR gene involves LSD1 and a still-unknown demethylase partner (1)
(Lyons et al., 2013). A positive cis-regulatory element, associated with the
chosen OR gene, is shown in yellow. Translation of the OR in the endoplasmic
reticulum (2) drives a UPR and activates the Perk signaling pathway (3) that
leads to the phosphorylation of eIF2a (4) and the subsequent production of the
nuclear isoform of ATF5 (5). ATF5 then directs the transcription of Adcy3 (6),
which is required to negatively regulate LSD1 to relieve the UPR and for the
neuron to mature (Dalton et al., 2013).system. This process, which reinitiates OR choice and avoids a
disaster, has been termed switching (Shykind et al., 2004).
Two models, possibly not exclusive, can account for this
OR-mediated feedback mechanism. The first considers the
expressed functional OR as a negative signal that prevents the
cotranscription of any other OR gene and that this feedback
results in monogenic expression. The nature of this potential
signal is unknown. The second model is also based on a feed-
backmechanism but positive or, rather, stabilizing. In this model,
the OR choice could be initially limited to one or a few genes
either via the restricted availability of a derepressor, for example,
or via the existence of a singular transcriptional ‘‘hub’’ that would
accommodate a single OR gene at a time. Switching between
OR genes would then take place constantly until one functional
OR triggers a signal, driving the sensory neuron toward matura-
tion and ending the switching process. Very recently, amolecular
model emerged that potentially explains the nature of this stabi-
lizing feedback (Figure 1) (Dalton et al., 2013 [this issue of Cell];
Lyons et al., 2013). The model involves the lysine demethylase
LSD1 in the early steps of OR choice that means the derepres-
sion of the chosen OR locus. This enzyme participates in the
demethylation of H3K9 and H3K4, two residues whose trimethy-
lation marks inactive and active OR loci, respectively. The first
translated ORs then initiate the feedback, which is perhaps sur-
prisingly not dependent on the canonical olfactory transduction
cascade (Imai et al., 2006). What the data from Dalton et al.
(2013) suggest is that a signal is triggered by the OR at the level
of the endoplasmic reticulum. This still-undefined signal is a
stress that activates the unfolded protein response (UPR) and
the protein kinase Perk. This leads to the phosphorylation of
eIF2a, which is followed by the translation of a nuclear form of276 Cell 155, October 10, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.ATF5. ATF5 then drives the transcription of adenylyl cyclase 3
(Adcy3), which in turn drives the repression of LSD1, relieves
the UPR, and pushes the neuron toward maturation. LSD1 and
ATF5 are thus only transiently expressed in not-yet-mature
olfactory sensory neurons. In other words, in immature neurons,
LSD1 may act as an OR transcriptional coactivator, whereas in
older OR-expressing cells, its Adcy3-mediated repression
potentially prevents the removal of the H3K4 active marks of
the initially selected gene and of the H3K9 decorations on the
silenced OR genes. A stabilization loop, necessary to maintain
the identity of the olfactory coding lines and therefore the coher-
ence of the system, may be thus achieved via an epigenetic trap
(Lyons et al., 2013).
The above scenario describes what takes place when every-
thing goes well. But what happens if a neuron selects two
functional OR genes at the same time, for example? We do not
typically observe these cells in the mature olfactory neuroepithe-
lium. One potential explanation for this absence is that neurons
coexpressing multiple ORs may mistarget into the olfactory
bulb (because ORs are involved in guiding axons) and die. Alter-
natively, an activity-dependent feedback could wipe them away
(Tian and Ma, 2008).
Singular Expression in Other Chemoreceptor
Repertoires
ORs represent the prototypical olfactory chemoreceptors of
vertebrates. But the rodent nose is composed of multiple types
of sensory populations located in the main and vomeronasal
neuroepithelia, each making use of specific detector superfam-
ilies. These are encoded by TAAR, V1R, V2R, and FPR genes,
whose transcription, similar to OR genes, is usually punctate,
stochastic, monogenic, and monoallelic. So are the rules
governing OR singular choice generalizable to these other
sensors? It turns out that a few observations point to similarities,
if not a common mechanism, among the olfactory subsystems.
First, the expression of a nonfunctional V1R allele in the vomer-
onasal organ leads, as for OR pseudogenes, to the choice of
another, functional V1R (Roppolo et al., 2007). This is true also
for TAARs in the main olfactory system. A quality control step
is therefore also in place. Second, V1R, V2R, FPR, and TAAR
genes are organized in clusters; this appears to matter as it
does for OR genes. Genetic approaches suggest that expression
of both V1R and TAAR genes may be subject to cluster-specific
cis-regulatory elements that can only activate a single locus at a
time (Pacifico et al., 2012; Roppolo et al., 2007). These studies
looked at the identity of the second olfactory receptor gene
chosen after the selection of a nonfunctional one. A strong
bias, termed ‘‘cluster lock,’’ against genes located in cis relative
to the first chosen nonfunctional allele is observed, pointing to a
potential element trapped by the deficient allele. Finally, it was
shown that an OR can substitute for a V1R in terms of feedback:
the forced expression of the M71 OR in vomeronasal neurons
leads to the prevention of V1R expression. Somehow, the OR
is thus treated as a V1R by the vomeronasal system. It is not
an obvious functional substitution because V1R genes and their
products lack sequence similarities with ORs. This is reminiscent
of another experiment, this time performed by nature. Immune
FPR genes that encode seven transmembrane receptors not
homologous to ORs or VRs were hijacked in rodents by the
vomeronasal system. And like ORs, their expression drives feed-
back in vomeronasal neurons (Liberles et al., 2009; Rivie`re et al.,
2009).
Given the diversity of GPCRs able to mediate feedback in
olfactory neurons, one wonders what signal is recognized by
the sensory neuron and why nonolfactory endogenous GPCRs
do not trigger this signal. In fact, a hallmark of olfactory receptors
is their unusually high level of expression, suggesting that the
signal may simply be a nonspecific, sudden and large amount
of GPCRs translated in the endoplasmic reticulum.
A hierarchy of processes, deterministic and stochastic, thus
appears to underlie singular expression of OR genes. The iden-
tification of these events is progressing, but major questions still
remain. Among these is the still-unclear mechanism by which
Adcy3 acts in the OR feedback loop. Also unclear is whether,
as a rule, the transcription of OR or other chemoreceptor genes
is dependent on long-range cis-acting elements. There are also
questions that result from the recent identification of the critical
role played by LSD1 in OR expression (which is known to de-
methylate H3K9me2 and H3K4me2); most notably, what is the
identity of the demethylase that initially reduces the H3K9me3
mark of the silenced, chosen OR locus? Finally, at the very heart
of OR singular expression is OR choice. This event may simply
follow stochastic epigenetic alterations, but we could also be
missing a whole series of more complex mechanisms.
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